Introduction. The purpose of this note is to dispose of certain preliminaries (and of some peripheral remarks) in the direction of a structure theory of the Wedderburn-Artin-Jacobson type for a rather restricted class of topological rings-namely, bounded ones. The notion of boundedness, which may be looked on as an algebraic analogue of compactness, was introduced by Shafarevich [6] and later considered by Kaplansky [3] . It is not unexpected that in an algebraic approach to the study of topological rings the concept of boundedness should prove fruitful where, by an algebraic approach is meant one in which the use of deep topological facts is avoided-thus, for example, we shall not use any results about the structure of locally compact groups, since such results depend on Haar measure, the Peter-Weyl theorem and Pontrjagin duality.
Since the study of the radical is one of the foundation stones of the classical structure theory of rings, and in view of our self-imposed restrictions on available techniques, it is natural to attempt to extend the notion of radical in such a w τ ay as to take the topology of the ring into account. Such an attempt is the primary concern of this note. The proofs will often be merely slight extensions of the standard ones for discrete rings. l Definitions and preliminaries* As usual, (see, for example, [3] ) by a topological ring we mean a set R which is a ring and a Hausdorff space and such that the mappings (x,y)-+x-y and (x,y)-*xy of RxR->R are both continuous. A subset S of R is left bounded if for any neighborhood U of 0 there exists a neighborhood V of 0 (V depends on U) such that V S<ZU, where V-S= {xy\x e V, y e S}. Right boundedness is defined in an analogous way. We say that S is bounded if it is both left and right bounded. It is clear that a subset S of R is bounded if and only if, for any neighborhood U of 0, there exists a neighborhood V of 0 such that 7 S 7ζi7. If the set R itself is bounded, we say that R is a bounded ring.
Let M be a left Λ-module; M is called a topological left R-module when: R is a topological ring, M is a topological group (this includes Hausdorff), and the map (a, x) -> ax of R x M-> M is continuous. Similarly, the notion of topological right i?-module is defined. Since there is no essential distinction between right and left, we shall usually state things only for topological left i2-modules. It should be noted that the above statements are true when R and M are interchanged-provided the new statement has meaning. The proofs are rather trivial however, for the convenience of the reader, we remark that the proof of (6) is essentially the same as that of [3, Lemma 10] , and we also give the proof of (5) . Let ^/ί denote the set of all neighborhoods of 0 in M, and έ% denote the set of all neighborhoods of 0 in R. Suppose that £ is an ^-bounded subset of M, and let Z7e ^#; there exists a U f e ^€ such that V + U' C U by boundedness, there exists V € & such that P S C TJ' finally, there exist V" e & and W e ^ such that F' WCZU'. Since S"= A (S+W), for V=V f\V" we have: F SC w3i
Suppose that R is a topological ring, then R + , the additive group of R, may be viewed as either a topological left i2-module or as a topological right j?-module. Thus, to show that a subset S of R is bounded, is equivalent to showing that S is an .β-bounded subset of R + in the left and right module cases. In particular, the properties listed above are valid for topological rings-for example, a compact subset of a topological ring is bounded. 2 Since in the sequel, we shall be concerned mostly with the study of bounded rings, it is perhaps of interest to determine what applicability our results can have to normed algebras. The answer is given in the following: THEOREM 
Let R be a topological ring, and suppose that R is a locally convex topological linear space over F (the reals or complexes). Then, for any bounded additive subgroup B of R, we have R B=(0).
Proof. Suppose that B is bounded as a subset of R. Let / be a fixed continuous linear functional on i?
+ , and let //= {a e R\f(a J?)
If is a subgroup of R + , so that if we show that it is open then it is also closed, and therefore, I f =R since R is connected. From this it follows that f(R J5)= (0) Proof. The inclusion JC.N requires no boundedness assumption. The discrete case is trivial while the statement for the compact case follows from: LEMMA 
In a compact ring R, x is top rqr <=> x is rqr.
Proof, x is top rqr implies that 0 e xoR but xoR is the continuous image of a compact set, hence is closed thus, 0 6 XoR which means that x is rqr.
An example of a situation in which J φ N is the following: Let P be the ring of p-adic integers, R the ring of row-finite matrices over P. Topologizing R with the finite topology, namely, by taking as neighborhoods of 0 all matrices with first n rows all 0, gives R the structure of a left bounded ring. It is known 5 that in this case J is not closed; hence JφN. PROPOSITION (
1) If R is left bounded then: beb(-S)=}b=O (2) Let M be a topological right R-module such that R is Mbounded, then if be M is such that beb(-S) then 6=0.
Proof. We prove (1) only, the proof of (2) . By hypothesis, we have:
bx w -b -w=0 for some we ΫK and since -x w is top rqr, there exists yeR with (-x w )oye V; that is, Xwye V. From (i) we have:
(ii) bx w y-by-wy=0 .
Adding, (i) and (ii) yield b{x w yΛ-x w -y)~b -w -wy-= 0. Hence b=b(x w y + x w~y )-w-wyebV-¥W+W -RCZU. Thus, 6eί7 for every Ue&, and 6=0.
It may be remarked that Lemma 7 is important for applications. It is decisive for the proof of the next theorem. The module formulation will be needed in the consideration of irreducible rings of endomorphisms. 
